Prolonged Interval of Total Bilirubin Declining Is An Early Independent Predictive Factor of Chronic Persistent Drug-Induced Liver Injury.
Chronic drug-induced liver injury (DILI) with persistent abnormal liver function tests (LFTs) over 6 months after cessation of insulting drugs could progress into cirrhotic stage. Our study is to identify the risk factors of chronic DILI for early recognition and better management. History of drugs intake, results of LFTs were retrospectively retrieved in patients with a discharging diagnosis of DILI for at least one-year follow-up. The risk factors independently associated with chronic DILI were analyzed by multiple Logistic regression analyses. 33 of the 140 DILI patients had persistent abnormal LFTs over 6 months, which were considered as chronic DILI. It was found that the time intervals of ALT and TBIL declining from the peak to its half peak (T0.5ALT , T0.5TBIL ) were significantly longer in chronic DILI group than that in the recovered group (P=0.001 and P<0.001). The risk factors associated with chronic DILI independently were T0.5TBIL (OR:1.315, 95%CI:1.038-1.668), longer period of insulting drug(s) intake (OR:1.018, 95%CI:1.003-1.033), mixed/cholestatic pattern (OR:97.159, 95%CI:1.866-5005.994). More importantly, receiver operating characteristic curve analysis revealed that the prognostic value of T0.5TBIL for chronic DILI had a sensitivity of 60.0% at a specificity of 90.7% with the threshold of 16 days. Time intervals of TBIL declining from its peak to half of its peak (T0.5TBIL ) was an early independent predictive factor of chronic DILI, suggesting T0.5TBIL may serve as an indicator for chronicity.